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Instructions :

1. Begin with Bismillah.
2. Read the questions carefully before answering - Think before you ink.
3. Please write your name and the name of your Madrasah NEATLY.

Name:

Time: 1½ hour

Name of Madrasah:

Question One
Underline the correct answer - (TRUE or FALSE)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Allah Ta’ala has no beginning or ending. (TRUE / FALSE)
The world will remain forever. (TRUE / FALSE)
Allah Ta’ala placed us in this world to test us. (TRUE / FALSE)
Allah Ta’ala has no sons or daughters. (TRUE / FALSE)
Nabi J knows the exact date of the Day of Qiyaamah. (TRUE / FALSE)
[10]

Question Two
Fill in the blanks with the words given in the blocks

bitter

gold

Fire

bad

silver

beauty

shoes

pain

comfort

punishment

1. No person can ever imagine the

and

of Jannah.

2. The buildings in Jannah are made from
3. Jahannum is a place of

and
and

.

4. The food of the people of Jahannum will be a
and

bricks.

, thorny

smelling plant.

5. The lightest punishment in Jahannam is

made of

.
[20]
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Question Three
Tick the block.
Put a () for the correct answer and a () for the wrong answer
on the signs of Qiyamah

1. Earthquakes will increase.
2. People will obey their parents.
3. Speaking lies will become common.
4. Muslims will have lots of knowledge about Islam.
5. Alcohol and drugs will become common.
[10]
Question Four
Underline the correct answer in the brackets
1. The frightening sound of the (trumpet / flute) will destroy
the whole world.
2. The (dead / living) will rise from their graves.
3. Our death is recorded by ( Angels / Allah Ta’ala).
4. We have to prepare for the life of the (World / Hereafter).
5. The noble Angel (Israeel / Israafeel) will blow the trumpet.
[10]

